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C
aptives and special purpose 
vehicles offering reinsurance 
for life insurance policies 
have come under increased 

scrutiny in the last two years – from 
the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners (NAIC) to the New 
York Department of Financial Services 
(NYDFS) to independent researchers 
and	the	Federal	Insurance	Offi	ce.	Much	
of the inquiry is due to their rapid 
growth over the last 12 years. Growing 
from $11 billion in 2002 to $364 billion 
in 2012, according to an independent 
study published last April.

For the purpose of this article, and to 
avoid any confusion with pure captives 
(i.e. single parent captives or association 
captives), these types of insurance 
vehicles that reinsure life insurance 
companies will be referred to as special 
purpose reinsurance vehicles (SPRVs).

SPRVs – What’s Going On?
What exactly are the SPRVs under 

scrutiny? In the report issued by the 
NYDFS in June 2013, they label these 
“set-ups” as shadow insurance and 
make worrying correlations between 
them and the sub-prime mortgage 
crisis. Yet the SPRVs in question 
are a widely used mechanism that 
are often created by commercial 
insurance companies for reinsurance 
purposes. They are generally formed 
under captive law and are most often 
formed to “facilitate the securitization 
of one or more ceding insurers’ risks 
as a means of accessing alternative 
sources of capital and achieving the 
benefits of securitization,” according 
the NAIC white paper “Captives and 
Special Purpose Vehicles.”

Inquiry into the operation of SPRVs 
began in 2012 when the Financial 
Condition (E) Committee of the NAIC 
formed a subgroup, the Captive and 
Special Purpose Vehicle Use (E), charged 
to examine SPRVs transferring risk that 
was not self-insured risk. The goal of the 

subcommittee was to “Study insurers’ 
use of captives and special purpose 
vehicles to transfer insurance risk, 
other than self-insured risk, in relation 
to existing state laws and regulations 
and establish appropriate regulatory 
requirements to address concerns 
identified in this study.” Their results were 
published in the previously mentioned 
report in July 2013.

The NYDFS published a report 
about the same time titled “Shining 
a Light on Shadow Insurance,” which 
was highly critical of the use of SPRVs 
and called for a moratorium on the 
licensing of all types of captives. This 
year two white papers by separate 
independent researchers were 
published – one criticizing SPVs 
and one supporting them. The first, 
titled “Shadow Insurance” by Ralph 
S.J. Koijen and Motohiro Yogo and 
published by the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Minneapolis, was highly critical 
of SPRVs, although it recognized that 
SPRVs allowed life insurance companies 
to grow where otherwise they would 
be hindered by capital requirements. 
The second titled, “The Use of Captive 
Reinsurance in Life Insurance,” by 
Scott E. Harrington, a professor at 
the Wharton School, University of 
Pennsylvania, is decidedly in favor of 
the use of SPRVs and refutes the 
arguments made in the previous paper.

The latest concern, as reported in 
The Self-Insurer September 2014 issue, 
was the NAIC’s Financial Regulation 
Standards and Accreditation (F) 
Committee’s proposed change to the 
definition of multi-state reinsurance 
companies aimed specifically at life 
insurance SPRV/captive reinsurers, but 
ostensibly casting a much wider net to 
include all captives.

Background
In an effort to stem strategies 

being used by some insurers to reduce 
statutory reserves for certain level 

premium term life insurance policies, 
in 2000 the NAIC adopted Model 
Regulation 830, known as Regulation 
XXX, which required substantially 
higher reserves for companies writing 
those policies. This was followed in 
2003 by Regulation AXXX which 
adopted new reserve requirements 
for some universal life policies with 
secondary guarantees. Both of these 
regulations were adopted and put into 
practice by most states.

Due to the higher statutory reserve 
requirements many life insurance 
companies looked to alternate ways of 
securing additional capital. Unaffiliated 
reinsurance has a limited supply and 
it can be quite expensive, so looking 
to special purpose financial vehicles 
was an obvious route for commercial 
insurers to take. According to the 
paper “Shadow Insurance,” by 2012 
reinsurance provided by SPRVs 
exceeded that provided by third-party 
reinsurance – growing from $11 billion 
in 2002 to $364 billion in 2012. In 2012, 
companies moved 25 cents of every 
dollar insured to SPRVs, as opposed to 
two cents per dollar insured in 2002.

The subsector has grown so quickly 
because life insurers are operating in 
a “flawed system,” according to David 
Provost, deputy commissioner of the 
Captive Insurance Division, Vermont 
Department of Financial Regulation, 
“The reserve requirements for these 
products are so onerous that many 
companies are faced with a choice of 
finding alternative reserve financing or 
discontinuing products that consumers 
want. Regulators are granting credit 
for reinsurance to [SPRVs] within the 
provisions of the model credit for 
reinsurance laws, but probably not in 
ways that anyone anticipated.”

Some life insurance products 
have statutory reserve requirements 
that are many times higher than the 
reserves most actuaries would find 
necessary. The discrepancy between 
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product pricing and product reserves 
are so out of sync that life insurance 
companies must either raise the price 
or discontinue the product. SPRVs offer 
an alternative.

“Shadow” Insurers
After more than a decade of solid 

growth, SPRVs are poised to still 
grow further. It is because of such fast 
growth that some parties have begun 
to look more closely at them. The 
NYDFS was the first to label SPRVs 
as a “shadow” financial company – a 
term used to describe a financial 
intermediary that is not subject to 
regulatory oversight. In the paper 
issued by the department, it states that 
“Shadow insurance... could potentially 
put the stability of the broader financial 
system at greater risk. Indeed, in a 
number of ways, shadow insurance is 
reminiscent of certain practices used in 
the run up to the financial crisis.”

It is the fear of another financial 
crisis caused by SPRVs that is feeding 
a lot of the current scrutiny. Koigen 
and Yogo, the authors of “Shadow 
Insurance,” are highly critical of SPRVs, 
saying that “The fundamental motive for 
shadow insurance is the same agency 
problems that lead to higher leverage, 
higher dividend rates, and increased risk 
taking in regulated financial institutions 
[in the early 2000s].”

The authors go on to reiterate 
another prevalent concern about SPRVs, 
that they are loosely regulated – whether 
on-shore or off-shore. New York’s 
paper declared it a “regulatory race to 
the bottom” as more domiciles pass 
legislation allowing for their formation.

In summary, the main criticisms 
aimed at SPRVs are lack of 
transparency; using letters of credit or 
parental guarantees as assets; lower 
capital requirements than traditional 
insurers; and lack of regulation. Yet all 
these concerns point to the pervading 
fear that an insurance bubble is being 

created that could collapse with more far-reaching effects. If, in a short period of 
time, a number of SPRVs become insolvent or their parent companies become 
insolvent, it is argued that there could be a chain reaction in the financial markets. 
As life insurers are the biggest institutional investors of corporate bonds, according 
to Koigen and Yogo, there could be a larger financial impact on investment and 
economic activity. As the 2008 financial crisis showed, financial markets are so closely 
connected that a seemingly small crisis could have global impact.

In Favor of SPRVs
Yet, even Koigen and Yogo find that if SPRVs were suddenly banned, “the average 

company currently using shadow insurance would raise its price by 12 percent in 
response to a 21 percent increase in marginal cost. Higher prices mean that some 
potential customers would stay out of the life insurance market. Consequently, 
annual life insurance underwritten would fall by $9.6 billion for the industry, or by 11 
percent relative to the current size of the market.”

SPRVs are serving a need within the life insurance marketplace. According to 
Harrington, as written in his research paper, “In contrast to alarmist analyses with 
inappropriate analogies to the subprime mortgage fiasco and attendant financial 
crisis, the development and oversight of captive reinsurance arrangements have not 
taken place in the shadows.”

Vermont’s Provost commented that, “As U.S. insurance regulators have struggled 
to point out to the federal government, insurance and banking are different 
institutions that need different regulations. These transactions have not been 
conducted in the shadows – there are many eyes on them.”

Because captives and special purpose vehicles are little understood within the 
insurance and financial sectors, they often fall under heavier criticism than traditional 
insurance. According to Provost, “I’m sure part of the bad rap on captives is a 
combination of a history of some tax avoidance issues, an offshore mystique, and 
the fact that much of the information about a captive is, or was, confidential. The 
issue of confidentiality is pervasive in the world of financial institutions.”

As SPRVs are beholden to their parent company, they are not required 
to make their financial transactions public. However, they are required to file 
financial information with their domicile’s regulator. In many cases, specific financial 
transactions must be approved prior to implementation. SPRVs are not less 
regulated than their traditional counterparts, only differently regulated, and in many 
cases they are regulated more strictly. Provost gives an example of how it works 
under Vermont law: “For a single [SPRV] transaction to take place in Vermont, it 
will require review and/or approval by Vermont, our consulting actuary, the ceding 
state regulator and their actuary, the financer’s actuary, and more. Each transaction 
undergoes a very detailed level of scrutiny.”

In his research, Harrington concluded that the financial arrangements of SPRVs 
have not “led to substantial and hidden risks. There is likewise no credible evidence 
that the arrangements have been overlooked by regulators and rating agencies or 
that they significantly increase insolvency risk.”

Harrington also found that “diverse captive reinsurance arrangements are an 
important tool for efficiently managing capital and the gap between statutory and 
economic reserves, which are closely monitored by regulators and rating agencies, 
thus facilitating lower prices and more insurance protection without excessive 
insolvency risk.”
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Improving the Reputation of SPRVs
Education about SPRVs, as it is with the entire captive industry, is a key factor to 

creating more positive opinions. Despite the accusations of limited regulation and 
shadowy transaction, SPRVs are, in fact, highly regulated by their domicile’s regulator 
and their transactions, while not available for public scrutiny, are being monitored 
and analyzed. The subsector has grown quickly and steadily, but it is also serving a 
need for life insurers.

According to Provost, states which allow for SPRV formation are working to 
change the way reserves are calculated. Currently, life insurance product reserves 
are calculated using a formula-based approach – a one-size fits all calculation. 
However, states are working on implementing a principles-based reserving (PBR) 
approach that make it “more like the P&C business – companies will be allowed to 
factor their own experience into setting their reserves,” said Provost. The goal would 
be to have “a ‘right-sized’ reserve that will match the economics of the policy and 
provide a degree of conservatism.” The reserve requirements for life insurers would 
be customizable to the needs of their business, which could eliminate the need for 
alternate financing.

Several committees at the NAIC are working on guidelines that would add more 
transparency to SPRV financial transactions. While more transparency may improve 
their reputation, Harrington is critical of how it may play out. In an email exchange, he 
said, “The challenge is in the details, to advance disclosure in a cost effective manner 
and not just pursue greater disclosure for the sake of disclosure.” There is also an 
effort in many NAIC committees to more broadly regulate SPRVs, as evidenced by 
the (F) Committee’s proposed change to the definition of multi-state reinsurance 
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companies. Again, Harrington cautiously 
agrees that more regulation may help. 
“I am concerned that there may be a 
rush to more regulation with potentially 
adverse and unintended consequences. 
I regard the case for significantly more 
regulation as less than compelling.”

While SPRVs have many detractors, 
they do have the support of the captive 
and alternative risk transfer communities. 
If the response to the (F) Committee’s 
proposed change is any indicator – 
more than 30 comments against the 
change submitted in less than two 
months – captives and SPRVs have a 
large base of support. These alternative 
risk vehicles serve as an important 
stop-gap for life insurers, so detractors 
and supporters need to find a common 
ground to work together. n




